Approach towards an integrative drug treatment of Alzheimer's disease.
At present pharmacotherapy of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is limited to acetylcholinesterase inhibitors. These drugs produce small, but consistent improvements of memory and global function, some are also positively influencing activities of daily living. This therapeutic approach neglects the complexity of AD and the fact that most of the degenerating neurons are not cholinergic. Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors are symptomatic drugs, with no influence on disease progression. There is a need for disease modifying compounds, or preventive drugs. Data are indicating that vitamin E has some ability to influence the disease progression. The potency of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) or estrogen as preventive agents has to be explored further in prospective clinical studies. The initial hope in the use of naturally occurring neurotrophic factors, like nerve growth factor, to rescue cholinergic neurons from degeneration and to restore cognitive function has been disappointed in first, small clinical studies. The peptidergic drug Cerebrolysin exhibiting neurotrophic stimulation, neuroimmunotrophic regulation and induction of BBB glucose transporter expression, might be able to address the pathological changes of AD at different levels simultaneously. In addition to an impressive preclinical database, results from 3 placebo-controlled, double-blind studies demonstrate significant improvements of cognitive performance, global function and activities of daily living in AD patients. In all studies persisting improvements, up to 6 months after drug withdrawal, indicate a powerful disease modifying activity.